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The mark on the wall story pdf

A first-time announcer sits in her living room smoking a cigarette on a January day after tea and looks into the fire. The sight of fire draws her into reflection on the similarities between the coals and a convoy of knights. In search of distraction from these thoughts, she grabs a black mark on the wall a few inches above the fireplace. The number cannot
immediately identify the symbol, which triggers a sequence of reflections on its possible identity. She wonders if it could be a nail, a hole, a dent, or something sticking out of the wall. Among her various suspicions about the sign, she monitors the flow of her consciousness on matters of knowledge, passage of time, subjectivity and nature. It deeply reflects
the passing nature of life in modern culture, as well as its identity as a woman and the impact of gender roles on contemporary society. Throughout the story, her thoughts surround the ongoing war. The mark on the wall helps ground her whenever her thoughts become too unpleasant. Eventually, Cole interrupts reflections, revealing the first time she wasn't
alone in the room. The voice indicates the desire to purchase a newspaper, remarks reluctantly towards the ongoing war and disrespects khalil's presence on the wall. The story closes with the narrator repetiting the realization that the mark was resourceful throughout, ignoring the comments about the war. Page 2 Page 3 + See more popular articles - Hide
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